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============================
============= ResxEditor is a

simple, small and easy-to-use
translation-oriented RESX file editor.
ResxEditor has as target audience the

translators and its supported file format
is Microsoft RESX 2.0. ResxEditor is
also very small, simple and does not

require any installation. The program
has some easy-to-use tools to help
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translators in translating their files. For
example, you can translate your file by
clicking on the "Add Resource" button
on the toolbar, a window will appear in

which you can select your current
translated file, pressing the "Add

Resource" button and then you will find
your translated file back in the project.
Some other useful features are: * Save
projects and switch to a new directory.

* Save projects and switch to a new
directory. * Formatting and code style
coloring of all files. * Add, delete, or
modify user resources. * Set default

fonts. * Edit User Resources. *
Advanced options for advanced users. *
Export resources and more. * Set styles
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for user resources. * Run the compiled
program and more. * Shows all text

elements in a file. About the used file
format: ======================
=================== RESX 2.0 is

a text file format, based on XML, to
store translations for Localizable

Applications. For more information
about this file format see the Microsoft
Documentation. (see also Microsoft's
Localization page) ResxEditor Usage:
===========================
File format: ===================

======================
Resources are files that contain text to

be translated. ==================
======================= A
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RESX file has the following structure:
============================

============= 1. File header. 2.
Object tables. 3. Object definitions. 4.
Objects. =====================

==================== File
header: ======================

=================== 1. File
header signature. 2. Version (integer).
3. ResxEditor version. 4. Date of last

modification. 5. File extensions. =====
============================
======== Object tables: =========
============================
==== 1. Languages table. 2. Resources
table. 3. Resources translations. =====
============================
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======== Object definitions: ======
============================
======= 1. Objects (resources) ====
============================

========= Objects
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System Requirements:

Experience: Minimum: Must be 18
Years of Age. Median: 21 Years of
Age. Preferred: Must be 25 Years of
Age. Highest: Must be 28 Years of Age.
*The Workshop is not responsible for
the gameplay experience of anyone who
plays this mod. Platforms: Windows 7,
8, 8.1, 10 Minimum: OS: Windows 7,
8, 8.1, 10 Windows Experience Index:
Windows 7,
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